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Abstract. Secular and mean motion resonances are effective perturbations for shaping
planetary systems. In binary star systems, they play a key role during the early and
late phases of planetary formation, as well as for the dynamical stability of a planetary
system. In this work, we aim to correlate the presence of orbital resonances with the rate
of icy asteroids crossing the circumprimary habitable zone (HZ) of a binary star system
and baring water therein. We modeled an icy asteroid belt located beyond the HZ moving
under the gravitational perturbations of the two stars and a gas giant planet. Our purpose
is to correlate the presence of orbital resonances with the rate of icy asteroids crossing
the HZ (1,2), on one hand, and the water transport onto Earth-, Mars- and Moon-sized
objects orbiting inside the HZ on the other hand (3). We focus on two situations for
comparison: a secular resonance located inside the HZ (causing high eccentric motion
therein) and a secular resonance inside the asteroid belt, beyond the snow-line, causing
objects having nearly circular motion inside the HZ. Collisions between asteroids and
objects inside the HZ are treated analytically and for both cases, we also derive the
relative impact velocity. We show that the presence of orbital resonances inside the HZ
could boost the water transport, however, collisions can occur at very high impact speed.
We use this key parameter to assess on one hand the atmospheric drag contribution on
the asteroids’ mass loss and on the other hand, the water loss after colliding with an
Earth-like planet or Moon and Mars-sized objects.
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